Abstract-A fundamental task in the design process of a complex system that requires 3D visual perception is the choice of suitable 3D range sensors. Identifying the utility of 3D range sensors in an industrial application solely based on an evaluation of their distance accuracy and the noise level may lead to an inappropriate selection. To assess the actual effect on the performance of the system as a whole requires a more involved analysis. In this paper, we examine the problem of selecting a set of 3D range sensors when designing autonomous systems for specific industrial applications in a holistic manner. As an instance of this problem we present a case study with an experimental evaluation of the utility of four 3D range sensors for object pose estimation in the process of automation of unloading containers.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the application of autonomous systems in industrial environments has expanded to include more challenging tasks. Consequently, with the increased complexity of target applications, the design process for industrial robots has also become more difficult. One task, often encountered in the design process of intelligent automation systems, is the choice of number, type, model and placement of environmental sensors. The choices made when selecting the sensor setup can indeed be critical, as they form the basis of the decision making power for higher-level functionalities, such as collision detection, mapping, motion planning, or object detection. Suboptimal sensor selection and placement can result in delays in the development cycle time and overhead costs. The task of rapid sensor configuration evaluation is therefore important and of high relevance to industrial robots.
This article presents the results of a case study in evaluation of the performance of a set of 3D range sensors (for the task of the object pose estimation) in the design process of an industrial robotic system. This work is motivated by the design of a specific, real-world automation system 1 . The target application is the automation of the process of unloading standardized shipping containers, filled with unpredictably stacked and only partially known goods. Fig. 1 shows a few real-world containers opened at unloading stations (e.g. ports) and scheduled for being unloaded.
The purpose of this work is to evaluate the selection of 3D range sensors based on the performance of applying selected object pose estimation algorithms on the sensor's data. The performance is then compared with the selection of sensors based on their intrinsic properties previously identified and reported in literature [1] - [4] . In this work, four independent 3D range sensor devices including an actuated laser range finder, two time of flight cameras and a structured light camera are evaluated.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. The next section presents an overview of relevant state of the art approaches to sensor evaluation. Section III then discusses the target application scenario of this work (depth-based object pose estimation), and motivates the choice of benchmark algorithms. Section IV then proceeds with the evaluation methodology. Results of the performed experiments are presented in Section V. Finally, we discuss implications of the presented evaluation and conclude in Section VI.
II. 3D RANGE SENSOR EVALUATION
In recent years, a number of novel 3D range sensors have been introduced. Identifying the utility of 3D range sensors in an industrial application solely based on an evaluation of their distance accuracy and the noise level may lead to an inappropriate selection. In general we consider sensors S i and S j with sets of properties p Let's assume that for the given application it is known that a subset q c of p c contains all the properties that have a direct effect on the performance of the application. Selecting sensors solely based on their properties and in isolation from the target application is made difficult even if all properties are comparable. This is because, although different properties represent different aspects of the sensor, there can be correlations between the effects of the sensor properties on the performance of the target application. Therefore, it is not generally possible to identify the best among a selection of sensors based on the comparable properties only. In addition, it is not trivial to take the effect of not comparable properties (i.e. properties that only some of the sensors share) correctly into account.
For 3D range sensors, the properties such as distance accuracy, the level and type of noise, field of view, point cloud density, and the lens distortion can be considered. Some properties have complicated error models associated. For example, in [1] and [2] a systematic wiggling error for time-of-flight (TOF) cameras is reported. For a 2D laser range finder, an approximately linear measurement model describes the range (distance) measurement [3] . For the Kinect sensor as a structured light sensor, a linear relation of normalized disparity with inverse depth is reported [4] .
In a few previous studies, a holistic evaluation of 3D range sensors with specific target applications is reported. Stoyanov et al. [5] propose a holistic method for comparative sensor evaluation, based on the 3D-NDT representation [6] . They treat the problem of spatial representation as probabilistic binary classification and use standard evaluation procedures to compare the parameters of the classifiers, associated to each sensor. Wong et al. [7] evaluate the utility of 3D range sensors for mapping an underground tunnel. They compare the selected sensors against two parameters: range error, which is the error between an observed data point and its known true location, and inter-point distance, which is a quality measure for creating a mesh model from 3D perceived points. The latter parameter to some extent reflects the effect of the sensor data on the target application (mapping the tunnel). Desai and Huber [8] explore a method to evaluate the utility of LADAR (LAser Detection And Ranging) sensors with a main focus on mobile robotics applications. They use a LADAR simulator instead of real sensors for their evaluation and analyze the effect of different sensor configurations on the degree to which the data density varies, the effect of sensor angular increment and for modeling moving sensors. Einramhof et al. [9] perform an experimental comparison of three depth cameras: SwissRanger SR-3000, a horizontaland vertical-baseline stereo vision system, with a target application area of autonomous navigation. They evaluated the performance of the selected sensors in the context of obstacle avoidance with the main focus of the case study on wall detection accuracy compared to the data captured by a 2D laser range scanner. Beraldin and Gaiani [10] present a performance evaluation of four laser-based and two fringe projection-based 3D range sensors for industrial design applications. They consider the objects material and surface features, and distance accuracy and calibration of the sensors and discuss the effect of each on the accuracy of measurements and the level of noise. 
III. THE APPLICATION DOMAIN -OBJECT RECOGNITION
Recently introduced 3D range sensors accelerated the development of object recognition and pose estimation algorithms that detect 3D shapes directly from the sampled point data (e.g. point clouds) instead of considering primarily 2D color (or intensity) images. Object pose estimation from the data provided by the sensors is the application domain of interest (though not the research focus) in this article. We are interested in the pose estimation performance that can be achieved with 3D data and thus solely consider algorithms, which perform object pose estimation from 3D point clouds. We do not consider rich 3D data input as for example RGB-D data.
We selected two different approaches to estimate object poses from 3D data, based on the requirements of the actual application, availability of the original implementation, and because the two algorithms employ a largely different approach and thus can be said to span the space of different approaches to some degree. We selected a feature-based algorithm in which a set of local features called FPFH (Fast Point Feature Histogram) [11] are computed from initially identified interest points of the object templates and the scene. Then the algorithm runs the Sample Consensus Initial Alignment algorithm (SAC-IA, see section IV in [11] ) to roughly align the object template to the scene. The final step is to perform a local optimization using Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm to minimize the distance between the object and the scene points. In our experience, the final step often failed to produce finealigned results, although SAC-IA managed to roughly align the template to the scene point cloud. As an alternative to the final fine-alignment, we examined 3D-NDT based registration [6] which turned out to be more successful than LM optimization. We refer to this pose estimation approach as FPFH-NDT-PE.
The method proposed by Detry and Piater [12] can achieve object detection while avoiding explicit model-to-scene correspondences, albeit in principle this method also extracts features. The method computes a local surface normal at each point of the object template using k-nearest neighbors [13] . Sampling points from an object's surface constructs the spatial configuration consisting of the point coordinates and their local orientations -a surface-point distribution, which has the highest values around object surfaces. Probabilistic pose inference is obtained by convolving surface-point distributions of the object template and the scene resulting in a measure of object pose likelihood over the entire scene. Pose estimation, is then performed by searching for the maximum likelihood. The method is capable of learning an initial model from only one view-point of the object template, i.e., it can also work with partial models. It is demonstrated that the performance of this probabilistic approach is competitive to the other state-of-the-art algorithms on public datasets (see evaluation section in [12] ).
The probabilistic algorithm by Detry and Piater [12] is intended for detection and localization of objects within cluttered scenes, which is of great importance in an application like automated unloading of containers. Therefore, the robustness to clutter of the approach proposed in [9] makes it a reasonable second benchmark candidate. In the rest of this article, we will refer to this maximum-likelihood based object pose estimation approach as SPD-MLPE -SurfacePoint Distribution Maximum Likelihood Pose Estimation.
IV. METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENT
An actuated SICK LMS-200 laser range finder, two timeof-flight cameras: Fotonic B70 and SissRanger SR-4000, and a Microsoft Kinect structured light camera were selected for evaluation in this research. In the experimental setup, the four 3D range sensors were rigidly installed on a board and mounted on a portable stand. In order to give them a fair field of view, the height of the sensor board was set to be approximately equal to the middle height of the mock-up container in the lab. Fig. 2 shows the sensors board and the experimental setup. We used factory settings and calibration for TOF cameras, Fotonic B70 and SwissRanger SR-4000, pre-calibration of SICK LMS-200 laser range finder and provided depth calibration for the Kinect sensor by OpenNI API 1 . Table I shows the comparable properties (p c ) of the 3D range sensors in our experiment. Non-comparable properties -namely lens distortion, which is not defined for aLRFare excluded from Table I .
In order to evaluate the performance of the system, several data sets were collected. We considered two of the most popular goods (objects) in shipping containers: carton boxes and tires [14] . The objects were arranged in a container in different sample configurations (see Fig. 4 ). For each arrangement (scenario), 10 complete scans were captured by the sensors at six equally spaced distances -from 0.5 m to 3 m away from the front edge of the container. The sensor board was placed in front of the center of the container.
For the pose estimation algorithms, we use cuboid geometrical shape to generate templates representing carton boxes, and a cylinder for tires (see Fig. 3 ). The dimensions of the selected target box to be detected were 0.59 × 0.57 × 0.55 meters. The type of the selected tire to be detected was P 205/55 R16 91V. Since the container itself was not of interest and because its position is known in the application of interest, the floor, ceiling and walls of the container in the scene point clouds were filtered out in a pre-processing step in our experiments.
Having the filtered 3D scans and object template data, the next step in the evaluation process is to run the target object pose estimation algorithms. For each target object in the scene, a corresponding ground truth pose was identified manually using the aLRF data. Each algorithm sequentially searches for the instances of the input target object in the scene point cloud and returns a list of the estimated poses. The estimated poses of the target object are then compared to the ground truth poses of the instances in the scene.
We define the error in the position to be the Euclidean distance between the ground truth reference point of the template in the scene and its estimated position. For the orientation error, we measure the angle between the ground truth reference frame in the scene and its estimated transformation. If the position and orientation errors are both less than user defined thresholds the returned pose is accepted as a successful estimation. Considering the objects dimensions and uncertainties in the ground truths, the thresholds for the position and orientation errors were empirically set to 0.06 meters and 5
• respectively for the whole experiment. The criterion success rate refers to the number of successful estimations of the target object divided by the total trials. V. RESULTS Fig. 5 shows success rate results for each combination of sensor and object pose estimation algorithm where the horizontal axis is the distance of the sensor board to the container and the vertical axis represents the success rate in percentage. The average success rate over all the scenarios at each distance appears on top of each graph as a percentage. We have omitted graphs for some of the combinations, in which no successful estimation was achieved. All these cases occur for tires due to very low number of good sample points on the dark textured surface of tires. This observation is discussed in section VI.
An overall overview of the results is shown in Fig. 6 where in addition to the success rate, position and orientation errors are also represented on horizontal axes for each combination of sensor and object pose estimation algorithm. Fig. 6b depicts the combination of the target object carton box with the algorithm FPFH-NDT-PE. While the success rate obtained from aLRF outperforms the other sensors, switching to the algorithm SPD-MLPE, see Fig. 6a , not only increases the overall success rate of the sensors, it also reduces considerably the performance difference between the sensors. Considering the properties such as the distance accuracy, usable range and linear noise model of an aLRF in the design process of a system, the sensor may seem a reasonable choice. However, some other relevant properties might also be of interest in the design process, specially when time plays an importance role. Let us consider specifically the property frame rate (see Table I ) that identifies the capability of the sensor to perform the number of complete scans in one second. An aLRF with 0.1 Hz frame rate is 300 times slower than the Kinect sensor. However, comparing results for the Box, FPFH-NDT-PE and Box, SPD-MLPE combinations shows that a Kinect sensor with 300 times faster scanning of the scene can potentially produce almost the same success rate as an aLRF at the same conditions (pose estimation of carton boxes).
A similar comparison of the results in Fig. 6c and Fig. 6d shows that by changing the detection algorithms, the performance of the Kinect sensor dramatically reduces from a comparable success rate to aLRF in Tire, FPFH-NDT-PE to zero in Tire, SPD-MLPE . Moreover, one of the TOF cameras (SR-4000) shows a non-zero success rate in Tire, SPD-MLPE . If we refer to, for example, the results of work in [5] that compares the same set of sensors as in this experiment, it states that within a sphere of radius 3.5 meters, the Kinect sensor has an accuracy, similar to the one obtained by the actuated laser sensor. It is a noticeable result that SwissRanger SR-4000 achieves a non-zero success rate where the Kinect sensor has a null performance.
A general observation is the rather low success rates we observe, independent of the specific sensor-algorithm combination. However, it is worth noting that as the level of symmetry in the shape of the object increases, the level of ambiguity in the algorithms increases as well. In other words, primitive geometrical shape objects such as cuboid and cylinder, represent a particularly hard test case in the context of 3D object pose estimation.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this article, we evaluated the suitability of 3D range sensors for the task of object pose estimation -where the objects are in particular boxes and tires -based on This experience showed that the dark surfaces with tread patterns, as they can be found on the surface of tires, significantly absorb infrared light of TOF cameras, which are using modulated infrared light. Such surfaces, although not to the same extent, also substantially reduce the performance of laser range finders and structured light cameras. In the end, TOF cameras are not proper 3D range sensors to scan objects like tires, Kinect-type sensors do not perform better, and even laser range finders have difficulties with such objects.
In our experiments we found that the performance varies greatly over different object and surface types, and we observed a non-linear variation with respect to the different properties of the sensors. The best overall combined detection rates (in comparison with aLRF as reference) were obtained by the most dense range sensor -namely, the structured light camera.
We experimentally demonstrated that a proper 3D range sensor selection process for a complex robotic system consisting of different objects and algorithms, not only depends on the intrinsic properties of the sensor, but also on the application itself. Therefore, performing an application-centered, holistic sensor selection process is an important part of the design of automated systems.
Considering the results achieved in this work, we selected the Kinect sensor for short range scanning and an actuated laser range finder for scanning longer distances deep inside the container in the design of the automation system of unloading containers.
